A 13 year old girl presented with recurrent painful “varicosities” on her right calf. These lesions were subsequently clinically diagnosed as “cavernous haemangiomas” after normal duplex scanning and were excised. Histological examination revealed multiple glomangiomas (glomus tumours). A literature review revealed only two reported cases of nodular multiple glomangioma, so that this is the third case to be reported in the literature.

Glomus tumours are benign tumours of the perivascularature. They arise from modified smooth muscle cells, called glomus cells, located in the walls of the Sucquet-Hoyer canal, a specialised arteriovenous anastomosis central to thermoregulation. Most tumours are less than 1 cm in diameter, occurring in the dermis or subcutis in the upper and lower extremities. There are two forms of glomus tumour, with the more common solitary variant accounting for most of the cases (90%), and a rarer multiple variant accounting for 10% of cases; this second form is seen most often in children and is thought to be inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion. The multiple variant is subdivided clinically into nodular and plaque-like lesions. Histologically, glomus tumour is composed of varying proportions of glomus cells, blood vessels, and smooth muscle. Depending on the predominant component, there are three variants of glomus tumour, namely: (1) angiomatoid (glomangioma) with predominant blood vessels; (2) solid (predominantly glomus cells); and (3) glomangiomymyoma (predominantly smooth muscle). Multiple glomus tumours generally correspond to glomangioma.

“A literature review revealed only two reported cases of this rare variant”

In 2001, Carvalho et al reported a congenital plaque-like variant and reviewed 14 other cases. Of these 15 cases, 13 were described as the plaque-like type and two were nodular. In 2001, an additional case of congenital plaque-like multiple glomus tumour was reported by Lin et al.

We report a case of congenital multiple glomangioma in a 13 year old girl, with the nodular variant. A literature review revealed only two reported cases of this rare variant.

CASE REPORT

A 13 year old girl was seen in the paediatric plastic surgery outpatient clinic in Birmingham Children’s Hospital, UK, after being referred for painful varicosities on her right calf, recurring after three previous phlebectomies (histological examination was not performed). These bluish “venous” lesions had been present since birth. The patient was experiencing pain at the site of the lesions. On standing the lesions would dilate. After each excision the lesions reappeared. The patient’s mother, grandmother, great grandmother, and great aunt each had similar lesions at different anatomical locations. Although there was no histological diagnosis for these lesions, the clinical picture supports an autosomal dominant inheritance.

On clinical examination, there appeared to be varicosities along the long saphenous axis in her right calf (fig 1). Duplex scanning showed normal superficial and deep veins in the right leg. At this point it was assumed that the lesions were in fact scattered cavernous haemangiomas. Excision of the lesions was carried out by the vascular surgery department. At surgery, there appeared to be multiple subcutaneous haemangiomas, “like isolated knotted varicose veins”, which were excised with skin ellipses and subcutaneous tissue from the right upper part of the thigh, popliteal fossa, and medial calf. Eight lesions were excised in total.

PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS

Macroscopic examination showed 10 pieces of fibro-fatty tissue, the largest of which measured $2.5 \times 2.5 \times 2$ cm. The smallest measured $1.3 \times 0.7 \times 0.4$ cm. Most of them showed bluish vessels. Microscopy revealed multiple diffuse lesions, present both within the dermis and deep within the subcutaneous tissue fragments, and unlikely to be excised completely. These lesions were formed of dilated vessels, with a surrounding collar of regular round cells with round nuclei.
and eosinophilic cytoplasm (fig 2A). There was no mitotic activity or atypia. These features were consistent with the angiomatoid variant of glomus tumour (glomangioma). The presence of the tumour within the subcutaneous tissue is in keeping with what has been described as “infiltrating glomus tumour”, which implies difficulty in complete excision and the possibility of recurrence.

The tumour cells were immunoreactive for smooth muscle actin (fig 2B). The periodic acid Schiff stain distinctively highlighted the cytoplasmic membrane of the tumour cells. These immunohistochemical and special stains added support to the diagnosis.

DISCUSSION

Glomangioma has an early onset, with one third of cases presenting before 20 years of age. Familial cases have been reported with autosomal dominant transmission, incomplete penetrance, and variable expression. In 2000, Pena-Penabad et al reported two cases of familial multiple glomangiomas, but the lesions were not present from birth in the first patient and the second patient presented for consultation as an elderly adult. There have been several papers describing glomangiomas in the knee region, but all four papers describe a solitary tumour, which is different from the multiple type reported here. Clinically, glomangiomas appear as red to blue compressible papulonodules. Although solitary glomus tumours often produce pain, multiple glomangioma usually does not. In our case, the patient presented with pain. In most cases there are fewer than 10 lesions. Of the 15 cases of congenital glomangioma presenting in childhood found in the literature, 13 were described as the plaque type and two as nodular. Our patient presented in childhood with painful, bluish nodules in her right lower extremity, fitting in with the nodular multiple variant.

This is the third case in the literature of congenital multiple glomangioma, nodular type, presenting in childhood. The presence of the tumour within the subcutaneous tissue explains why it recurred.

Take home messages

- We describe a rare case of congenital multiple glomangioma, nodular type, presenting in childhood—only the third to be reported
- The tumour was present within the subcutaneous tissue, causing it to recur
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Notes
Molecular approaches to malaria


In a world where most up-to-date information can be gained easily and cheaply by a PubMed search for the most appropriate review article on any subject, the role of the textbook is increasingly becoming redundant. Books such as Molecular approaches to malaria, however, reaffirm the value of a good textbook.

Malaria continues to be one of the most important causes of death and illness worldwide. There are about half a billion cases of malaria and around two million deaths occur annually, mostly in children in sub-Saharan Africa. Despite having effective treatment for malaria (quinine) for over 300 years and a knowledge of the biology of the causative agent for over a hundred years, the number of deaths from malaria continue to rise. Large investments have been made in malaria research during the past two decades. Consequently, the disciplines of cell and molecular biology of Plasmodium falciparum have expanded dramatically, with, for example, the sequencing of the P falciparum genome, novel insights into metabolism and also the molecular basis of drug resistance.

The recent development of fosmidomycin, a new malaria drug, gives an excellent example of how understanding the apparently obscure topic of apicoplast metabolism can lead to the identification of a new class of drugs that are now in clinical development. This new knowledge of the biology of malaria along with rapidly expanding knowledge of gene expression and proteomics will continue to provide valuable insights into the pathogenesis of malaria and further treatments for this disease. Molecular approaches to malaria brings together all these topics in one clear and comprehensive textbook.

There is also the fascination of the biology of an organism with many stages, which is perfectly adapted to live in both vertebrate and invertebrate hosts in different stages of its complex life cycle. This book is not intended for a casual non-specialised reader, but should prove invaluable to anyone working in the field of malaria or with a special interest in this intriguing and important disease.

This book is structured into six sections with 27 chapters. These chapters cover a broad range of topics from cell biology to metabolism and immune evasion. There are also useful chapters on the use of internet resources for malaria research and techniques for genetic manipulation of P falciparum.

As with any multi-authored textbook, the chapters are of variable quality, but on the whole the writing is first class, albeit dense. The chapters are written by the appropriate world experts, complete with up-to-date references (many from 2005). The editing is excellent, with little overlap between chapters, coherent style and clear indexing. My only (small) gripe is that all the colour plates are in one section, which means switching pages often. This is a comprehensive textbook that is authoritative and easy to read, and I look forward to putting my copy to good use in the future.

T Planche
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

An uncommon pattern of cardiac invasion in hepatocellular carcinoma

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), the most common primary malignant tumour of the liver, is a highly vascular neoplasm usually arising in a cirrhotic liver. In addition to the diagnosis of primary lesion, an assessment for extrahepatic metastasis is needed. Herein, an extremely uncommon pattern of heart invasion in a patient with advanced HCC is described.

A 75-year-old man was admitted to the Hospital of Zumarraga, Zumarraga, Spain, for moderate abdominal pain, asthenia and weight loss. He denied having dyspnoea, orthopnoea, cough, palpitation or peripheral oedema. Three years earlier, HCC had been diagnosed in the eighth segment, and the patient had received several courses of transcatheter arterial chemoembolisation. An objective examination showed hepatosplenomegaly and ascites, with no signs of cardiac failure. Temperature, blood pressure and cardiac frequency were normal. Laboratory data showed raised serum levels of aspartate transaminase and αfetoprotein. Electrocardiogram and chest x-ray showed no abnormalities. A total-body computed tomography scan highlighted diffuse infiltration of abnormalities. A total-body computed tomography scan highlighted diffuse infiltration of the right cardiac cavities and the inferior vena cava, thus easily reaching the tumor thrombus including the hepatic vein and suprahepatic veins, and right atrium did not show evidence of tumoral invasion. The patient died 2 weeks later from acute renal failure. An autopsy was not authorised.

Practically all malignant secondary neoplasms may affect the heart. Metastatic spreading to the heart has been identified in about one fifth of all patients who have metastatic cancer. The pericardium may be invaded, mainly by carcinoma of the lung followed by breast carcinoma, lymphoma and leukaemia. Rare metastatic neoplasms of the pericardium include carcinomas of the digestive tract, such as colon, oesophagus, stomach and others. HCC spreads most often to the lungs, peritoneum, adrenal glands and bones. The incidence of cardiac metastasis of HCC has been reported in up to 4.1% of patients. Classically, several routes of pericardial involvement have been described, such as haematogenous route, by direct extension from intrathoracic cancer, by retrograde lymphatic embolisation from the mediastinal lymph nodes, by continuous spreading through the diaphragm with infiltration of the left atrium and by tumour thrombus in the venous system. The mechanism of cardiac involvement in HCC is related to the marked propensity of this tumour for vascular invasion and extension, such as tumour thrombus including the hepatic vein and the inferior vena cava, thus easily reaching the right cardiac cavities. Pericardial involvement through direct invasion of the anterior mediastinum is another rare mechanism that has been reported in a few patients with advanced HCC after several courses of transcatheter arterial chemoembolisation. This patient represents an extremely unusual pattern of cardiac involvement from HCC because of intravascular tumour thrombus or growth; transdiaphragmatic infiltration or direct extension from mediastinum or lymph nodes was absent. Thus, the route of isolated pericardial metastasis was probably haematogenous.
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